
s                   hoes squeaking on 
freshly polished maple, music 
blasting from a speaker, a hint 
of sweat in the air - all signs of 
a basketball season underway. 
All things experienced during 
the exciting run of the JV Lady 
Knight’s basketball teams.

“We got a pre-season and now a 
post season to really work,” guard 
Lily Hobbs10 said. “We connected 
and built a strong team with a lot 
of chemistry and trust.

If this season proved anything, 
it was that winning games goes 
beyond your skill on the court. 
It is a matter of support and 
collaboration between a team.

“We always try to motivate each 
other,” point guard Lily Gray9 said. 
“Whenever someone is having 
a bad game or a bad play we let 
each other know, ‘it’s okay, you 
got this’.” 

But, encouragement doesn’t 
only come from other players. 
Coaches put in their fair share of 
motivation. 

“I’ll mess up sometimes and kind 
of get discouraged,” Gray said. 
“The coaches always tell me to 
keep going.”

The camaraderie of basketball 
translates both in and out of the 
gym.

“This season, I got to meet a lot of 
new people and play with people 
who I hadn’t played with before,” 
Hobbs said. “We became close 
friends after spending so much 
time on the court together.”

Challenges in the 2021-2022 
season came from injuries and 
COVID-related absences among 
the players. These challenges 
forced position changes and long 
periods of time on the court. 

“At the beginning of the year, I 
wasn’t even playing guard,” Gray 
said. “Losing people and having 
to adjust different positions was a 
pretty big problem.”

No one quite knows what next 
season will look like and we 
all have learned to expect the 
unexpected. Yet, one thing is for 
sure, nothing compares to being 
on the court. 

“It’s great to be back,” Hobbs 
said.
       Meredith Grotevant

order

AS basketball restarted, not all was 
back to normal. More players were 
out due to sickness and injury. To 

make up for theses losses players like 
Satya Russ9, Lily Hobbs10, Samantha 

Shreves10, and Sonya Petersen9 
played for both the JV and varsity 

teams. “There were a lot of shifts in 
the team for certain games,” Hobbs 
said. “We just had to adapt and play 

with different people.” Meredith 
Grotevant, Elena Ulack & Dave Winter
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ATTEMPTING a layup, Lily Gray9 
jumps above her teammates. Gray, 
a member of the JV-A team subbed 
in against Crockett as the team was 
missing players due to COVID and 
injuries. “Crockett is just a fun team 
to play,” Gray said. “We have beat 
them twice and lost once. It is always 
a close game.” 

 Meredith Grotevant

BLOCKING off an Akins defender, 
Brianna Miller9 tries to keep the ball 
in possession. Though each player 
has their own breakout moments on 
the court, success for the team is not 
accomplished without teamwork. “It’s 
our culture to always be positive and 
help each other on the team,” Miller 
said.

 Emmi Anderson

SETTING up for a rebound against 
Navarro, Michelle Vazquez12 looks up 
to the net. The JV-A Navarro game 
ended with Navarro in the lead 31-30. 
Although the game was a tough 
loss for the team, it provided room 
for improvement for the players. “I 
improve by taking advice from people 
who have played longer,” Vazquez 
said. “Receiving feedback and taking 
in what they tell you helps you get a 

lot better.”  Dave Winter

WHILE most of the action in a basketball game 
happens on the court, communication and strategy 
begin on the sidelines. For the JV Lady Knights, 
this came from the leadership of their coach, 
Ivan Gonzalez, and the support of their fellow 
teammates. In many games of the 2021-2022 
season, a halftime talk or timeout changed the 
entire course of action. Moments on the sideline 
provide a moment to breathe and regroup. “When 
we call timeouts, it’s mainly on what we’re about 
to do next or what we’re lacking in,” point guard 
Brianna Miller9 said. “We’re trying to figure out the 
problem and fix it.”   
       Meredith Grotevant & Dave Winter
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“ “Each individual

brings a new energy

to the team,
MICHELLE VAZQUEZ12

it’s a good mix.


